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II. Fiche de Renseignements sur le laboratoire d’accueil au Liban

Université ou centre de recherche : Lebanese American University

Laboratoire d’accueil : Gilbert and Rose-Marie Chagoury school of medicine

Nom du Directeur du laboratoire : Dr Pierre Zalloua

Adresse : Byblos Main campus, block A

Ville : Byblos

Tél./Fax/Mél : 09547254, ext:2855 ; pierre.zalloua@lau.edu.lb

Faculté ou organisme auquel est affilié le laboratoire d’accueil : Human Genetics

Nom du Directeur de thèse : Dr Pierre Zalloua

Le Directeur de thèse fait-il partie du laboratoire d’accueil : Oui

Si non, précisez son rattachement et ses coordonnées :

- Principaux thèmes de recherche de l’équipe où sera effectué le travail de thèse :

Molecular anomalies in people with Type 1 diabetes and coronary artery disease (CAD): Identification of susceptibility genes for complex diseases (Type 1 Diabetes, cardiovascular disease and cancer) and their interaction with the environment. Correlation of gene x environment interactions with disease onset and progression.

Genetic links between various Middle Eastern and Mediterranean populations: Work in the field of population patterns of human migrations using DNA in order to study their genetic commonalities.
- Liste des publications récentes de l’équipe (pertinentes au sujet proposé) :


La thèse sera-t-elle effectuée en co-tutelle ou co-direction:

III. Fiche de Renseignements sur le laboratoire d’accueil à l’UPD

Laboratoire d’accueil : INSERM UMRS1138

Nom du Directeur du laboratoire : Dr Dominique Gauguier

Adresse : University Paris Descartes, Sorbonne Paris Cité, INSERM UMR_S 1138, Cordeliers Research Centre, 15 rue de l’Ecole de Médecine

Code postale-Ville : 75006 Paris, France

Tél./Fax/Mél : +33 144277156

Ecole doctorale auquel est affilié le laboratoire d’accueil : MTCI

Nom du Directeur de thèse : Dr Dominique Gauguier

Le Directeur de thèse fait-il partie du laboratoire d’accueil : Oui

Si non, précisez son rattachement et ses coordonnées :

- Principaux thèmes de recherche de l’équipe où sera effectué le travail de thèse :

  Analysis of pathophysiological and molecular mechanisms associated with epigenetic regulations and gene x environment interactions underlying human multifactorial disorders through investigations in rodent models and translational studies in humans

  Characterization of the biological function of genes and metabolite biomarkers associated with common diseases at the organ and cellular levels.

- Liste des publications récentes de l’équipe (pertinentes au sujet proposé) :


IV. Sujet de thèse

IV.1. Titre

*Functional analysis of genetic loci co-associated with metabolomic variables and risk for diabetes and coronary artery disease*

*La thèse fait-elle partie d’un projet de recherche financé par le CNRS-L : Non*

*La thématique sous laquelle s’inscrit la thèse fait-elle partie des priorités du CNRS-L pour l’année 2017-2018 (voir Annexe) : Oui*

- Si oui, précisez (possibilité de choisir plus qu’une) : Cardiovascular diseases

IV.2. Résumé

Healthy aging is one of top priorities in healthcare systems worldwide. It relies on advances in genomics and epidemiology to identify risk loci for common diseases, understand their function and define disease predictive biomarkers. The proposed research aims to analyse metabolomic profiling data in Lebanese patients with diabetes and coronary artery disease (CAD) and map their genetic control through genome wide association with respect to disease risk loci, in order to identify metabolic biomarkers that will be characterized for their function in experimental systems. Disease risk factors and metabolic biomarkers will be related to exposome variables available in the cohort.

The research aims to:

- Document socioeconomic, ethnic, biochemical and lifestyle factors associated with diabetes and CAD in a genetically well-characterized cohort (n>5,000).
- Perform urine metabolomics in a subset of 1,000 patients already used for plasma metabolomics, to identify plasma and urine metabolic patterns that are specific to subsets of diabetic and CAD patients
- Correlate analysis of urine / plasma metabolites with exposome variables and map associated loci in the human genome.
- Establish mechanisms underlying the function of candidate metabolites for CAD and diabetes risk through investigations in experimental systems in vivo and in vitro.

IV.3. Contexte et problématique

According to the International Diabetes Federation (IDF), 32.8 million people or 9.1% of the adult population in the Middle East and North Africa Region had diabetes in 2011. Lebanon is one of the 10 countries with the highest prevalence of diabetes in the world with 7.7%. By 2025, the number of people with diabetes is expected to double in these regions. According to the World Health Organization, the age-standardized mortality rate from cardiovascular disease and diabetes per year was estimated to be 224 in 2008 in Lebanon, which is 1.2 times higher than cancer mortality rate.

The healthcare cost of diabetes and cardiovascular diseases accounts for 2.3% of the total global figure and many governments remain unaware of the current magnitude and future burden of diabetes and CAD in societies. The identification of disease associated molecular markers of diabetes and CAD proposed in the thesis is an area of great unmet needs in Lebanon and in the world. Results will give the potential to reduce the healthcare costs of diabetes and CAD through stricter and earlier management of the disease as well as identifying novel therapeutic targets in a personalized medicine approach.

IV.4. Descriptif des objectifs et de l’impact

The scope of the project is timely as the prevalence of diabetes and CAD keeps progressing with ever increasing lifespan in our societies. Its specific objectives are to:

1) Identify the socioeconomic, ethnic, biochemical and lifestyle factors associated with diabetes and CAD in Lebanon in a genetically well-characterized cohort (n>5,000).
2) Acquire urine NMR metabolomic profiles in a subset of 1,000 patients already used for plasma metabolomic profiling, in order to correlate plasma and urine metabolic patterns and test correlations with diabetes and CAD, as well as with exposome data.
3) Localise in the genome genes that regulate metabolomic variables and test their co-localisation with risk loci for diabetes and CAD already identified in the cohort through genome wide association.
4) Characterize the associations between genetic variants and composite phenotype patterns to establish biological pathways underlying the function of candidates, which will be validated in experimental systems in vivo and in vitro.

The project will deliver novel information on genetic risk factors for diabetes and CAD in the Lebanese population, as well as relationships with exposome variables. We anticipate that results from this research will provide healthcare advances and progress in disease therapeutics and prognostics in Lebanon.
IV.5. Aspect appliqué et/ou aspect innovateur

The project will provide advances in our knowledge of the pathological pathways and genetic and non-genetic factors involved in diabetes and CAD in the Lebanese population. It participates in worldwide efforts to identify disease genetic risks, as illustrated by the integration of genomic data in the cohort used in the project in multiple international meta-analyses. We will integrate urine and plasma metabolomic data with biological and clinical information available in the cohort, and use these molecular phenotypes to enhance disease endophenotype data in the patients and define risk loci underlying diabetes and CAD biomarkers. We will be able to assess the different genetic and environmental determinants of CAD in elderly diabetics, in addition to studying age-related markers and markers associated with specific ethnic or racial groups. Moreover, an interesting aspect of this field that is yet to be fully investigated is the role of gene-gene and gene-environmental effects on the risk of CAD in diabetes. Beyond the innovative aspects of defining metabolomic-based metabolic biomarkers that will be applied in genome-wide association studies, the project may have important outcomes in patients’ healthcare with the implementation of personalised medicine strategies.

IV.6. Etat des recherches dans le domaine avant la thèse

The project builds on an active collaboration between the laboratories of Dr Pierre Zalloua’s at the Lebanese American University and Pr Dominique Gauguier at the Cordeliers research center in Paris, which delivered 17 joint publications since 2011. The theme of the research project, combining genetics and metabolomics to discover metabolite biomarkers associated with diabetes and CAD, is an innovative and promising area of research, which is central in this collaboration between the two groups.

The teams’ complementary expertise and their active collaboration maximize the success of the project. The Gauguier team has expertise in molecular genetics, in vivo and in vitro physiology, functional genomics (metabolomics, transcriptomics), statistical genetics and bioinformatics. Dr Pierre Zalloua is a leading authority on the genetics of complex diseases in and among Middle Eastern populations. His research interest is to identify susceptibility genes for complex diseases (Diabetes, cardiovascular disease and cancer), to study their interaction with the environment, and to correlate these interactions with disease onset, manifestation and progression. In the last few years, he has made considerable progress in identifying diabetes and CAD disease susceptibility variants.

IV.7. Programme de recherche prévu pour la thèse et contribution des différents partenaires

During the thesis, genetic and metabolomic approaches will be used to test correlations between metabolites and disease risk and localise loci in the genome associated with urine and plasma
metabolite abundance. In year 1, the focus will be on the identification of the demographic, socioeconomic, ethnic, and biochemical factors associated with diabetes and CAD using well-characterized subjects in our database. Available data derive from primary care clinics serving a wide range of patients. This part of the project will take place in Lebanon (LAU). During the second year, urine metabolome profiling will be carried out in patients followed by correlation between urine and plasma metabolome data and assessment of the contribution of these molecular phenotypes to disease risk. Comparative GWAS analysis of urine and plasma metabolome quantitative data will be carried out in six months under the supervision of Dr Gauguier in Paris. The remainder of Year 2 will be dedicated in Paris to functional analyses of two disease-associated metabolite biomarkers in experimental systems. In the third year, association between genetic variants and composite phenotypic patterns will be carried out to deepen the characterization of biological mechanisms underlying the function of disease risk loci and associated metabolite biomarkers.
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